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ABSTRACT- The increase of interest in using social media as a source for research has motivated tackling the challenge of automatically geolocating messages, given the lack of explicit location information in the majority of messages. In contrast to much previous work that has focused on classification of messages/posts restricted to a specific category, here we undertake the task in a broader context by classifying global messages, which is so far unexplored in a real-time scenario. To develop a system that classifies Facebook posts, Extract texts from posts, images, videos of social media as Face book to know how people feel about different posts. Classify the post gives probable effect of the original post, so its easier to understand social affect of any post on Facebook or any such social media. So we focused on Facebook statuses, which we can view as opinions of users or their reaction on concern we want to analyze. We develop tool status puller that automatically collects random Facebook statuses. Then we make classifier that performs classifications on that corpus collected from Facebook. The dramatic and exponential growth of content available on web and its classification has now become an efficient methodology to make the contents of large repository in an organized manner. Social networking websites are the new era of expressing views. Today every fifth person put their opinions, views, comments on these micro-blogging and social sites like, facebook and many more. Now people are using internet as a communication tool among their social network including friends, family, friends of friends to these micro-blogging and social network sites. In this we gradually put and share their opinions among their friends on these sites which finally becomes huge and relevant repository for any of particular entity or organization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social media are increasingly being used in the scientific community as a key source of data to help understand diverse natural and social phenomena, and this has prompted the development of a wide range of computational data mining tools that can extract knowledge from social media. Thanks to the availability of a public API that enables the cost-free collection of a significant amount of data. Having Facebook as a new kind of data source, researchers have looked into the development of tools for real-time trend analytics or early detection of newsworthy events, as well as into analytical approaches for understanding the sentiment expressed by users towards a target or public opinion on a specific topic. They use ground truth labels to pre-filter posts originating from other regions and/or written in languages other than English. The classifier built on this pre-filtered dataset may not be applicable to a stream where every post needs to be classified. An ability to classify in real-time is crucial for applications exploiting social media updates as social sensors that enable tracking topics and learning about location-specific trending topics, emerging events and breaking news. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to deal with global posts in any language, using only those features present within the content of a post and its associated metadata. We also complement previous work by investigating the extent to which a classifier trained on historical posts can be used effectively on newly harvested posts. To develop a system that classifies Facebook posts, extract texts from posts, images, videos of social media as Facebook to know how people feel about different posts and classifying the post gives probable effect of the original post, so its easier to understand social affect of any post on Facebook or any such social media. So we focused on Facebook statuses, which we can view as opinions of users or their reaction on concern we want to analyze. We develop tool status puller that automatically collects random Facebook statuses. Then we make classifier that performs classifications on that corpus collected from Facebook. The dramatic and exponential growth of content available on web and its classification has now become an efficient methodology to make the contents of large repository in an organized manner. Social networking websites are the new era of expressing views. Today every fifth person put their opinions, views, comments on these micro-blogging and social sites like, FACEBOOK and many more. Now people are using internet as a communication tool among their social network including friends, family, friends of friends to these micro-blogging and social network sites. In this we gradually put and share their opinions among their friends on these sites which finally becomes huge and relevant repository for any of particular entity or organization.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The motivation of this project is to implement design for the functional minimum-storage regenerating (FMSR) codes. The system FMSR code implementation maintains double-fault tolerance and has the same storage cost as in traditional erasure coding schemes based on RAID-6 codes, but uses less repair traffic when recovering a single-cloud failure. The aim of our project is to minimize the cost of storage repair (due to the migration of data over the clouds) for a permanent single-cloud failure. In this work, we focus on comparing two codes: traditional RAID-6 codes and our FMSR codes with double-fault tolerance. The main objective of our project is to minimize the cost of storage repair (due to migration of data over the clouds) for a permanent single-cloud failure. We focus on comparing: traditional RAID-6 codes and FMSR codes with double-fault tolerance.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this paper, we present Google, a prototype of a large-scale search engine which makes heavy use of the structure present in hypertext. Google is designed to crawl and index the Web efficiently and produce much more satisfying search results than existing systems. The prototype with a full text and hyperlink database of at least 24 million pages is available at http://google.stanford.edu/. To engineer a search engine is a challenging task. Search engines index tens to hundreds of millions of web pages involving a comparable number of distinct terms. They answer tens of millions of queries every day. Despite the importance of large-scale search engines on the web, very little academic research has been done on them. Furthermore, due to rapid advance in technology and web proliferation, creating a web search engine today is very different from three years ago. This paper provides an in-depth description of our large-scale web search engine -- the first such detailed public description we know of to date. Apart from the problems of scaling traditional search techniques to data of this magnitude, there are new technical challenges involved with using the additional information present in hypertext to produce better search results. This paper addresses this question of how to build a practical large-scale system which can exploit the additional information present in hypertext. Also we look at the problem of how to effectively deal with uncontrolled hypertext collections where anyone can publish anything they want.

Expertise identification using email communications.

A common method for finding information in an organization is to use social networks—ask people, following referrals until someone with the right information is found. Another way is to automatically mine documents to determine who knows what. Email documents seem particularly well suited to this task of "expertise location", as people routinely communicate what they know. Moreover, because people explicitly direct email to one another, social networks are likely to be contained in the patterns of communication. Can these patterns be used to discover experts on particular topics? Is this approach better than mining message content alone? To find answers to these questions, two algorithms for determining expertise from email were compared: a content-based approach that takes account only of email text, and a graph-based ranking algorithm (HITS) that takes account both of text and communication patterns. An evaluation was done using email and explicit expertise ratings from two different organizations. The rankings given by each algorithm were compared to the explicit rankings with the precision and recall measures commonly used in information retrieval, as well as the d' measure commonly used in signal-detection theory. Results show that the graph-based algorithm performs better than the content-based algorithm at identifying experts in both cases, demonstrating that the graph-based algorithm effectively extracts more information than is found in content alone.

Mining the network value of customers.

One of the major applications of data mining is in helping companies determine which potential customers to market to. If the expected profit from a customer is greater than the cost of marketing to her, the marketing action for that customer is executed. So far, work in this area has considered only the intrinsic value of the customer (i.e., the expected profit from sales to her). We propose to model also the customer’s network value: the expected profit from sales to other customers she may influence to buy, the customers those may influence, and so on recursively. Instead of viewing a market as a set of independent entities, we view it as a social network and model it as a Markov random field. We show the advantages of this approach using a social network mined from a collaborative filtering database. Marketing that exploits the network value of customers—also known as viral marketing—can be extremely effective, but is still a black art. Our work can be viewed as a step towards providing a more solid foundation for it, taking advantage of the availability of large relevant databases.

Measuring user influence on Twitter using modified k-shell decomposition.

We survey the several measures that exists in literature to rank influential users in Twitter network. We propose a classification of these measures according to different criteria, such as the kind of metrics, the use of Page Rank algorithm, the use of content analysis, among others. Besides the influential users, we also study measures of activity and popularity. We finish by mentioning some aspects of this topic related with computational complexity and correlation measures. Centrality is one of the most studied concepts in social network analysis. There is a huge literature regarding centrality measures, as ways to identify the most relevant users in a social network. The challenge is to find measures that can be computed efficiently, and that can be able to classify the users according to relevance criteria as close as possible to reality. We address this problem in the context of the Twitter network, an online social networking service with millions of users and an impressive flow of messages that are published and spread daily by interactions between users. Twitter has different types of users, but the greatest utility lies in finding the most influential ones. The purpose of this article is to collect and classify
the different Twitter influence measures that exist so far in literature. These measures are very diverse. Some are based on simple metrics provided by the Twitter API, while others are based on complex mathematical models. Several measures are based on the Page Rank algorithm, traditionally used to rank the websites on the Internet. Some others consider the timeline of publication, others the content of the messages, some are focused on specific topics, and others try to make predictions. We consider all these aspects, and some additional ones. Furthermore, we include measures of activity and popularity, the traditional mechanisms to correlate measures, and some important aspects of computational complexity for this particular context.

A Huberman Influence and passivity in social media
The ever-increasing amount of information flowing through Social Media forces the members of these networks to compete for attention and influence by relying on other people to spread their message. A large study of information propagation within Twitter reveals that the majority of users act as passive information consumers and do not forward the content to the network. Therefore, in order for individuals to become influential they must not only obtain attention and thus be popular, but also overcome user passivity. We propose an algorithm that determines the influence and passivity of users based on their information forwarding activity. An evaluation performed with a 2.5 million user dataset shows that our influence measure is a good predictor of URL clicks, outperforming several other measures that do not explicitly take user passivity into account. We demonstrate that high popularity does not necessarily imply high influence and vice-versa.

Online health communities (OHCs) have become a major source of support for people with health problems. This research tries to improve our understanding of social influence and to identify influential users in OHCs. The outcome can facilitate OHC management, improve community sustainability, and eventually benefit OHC users.

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Twitter user ranking algorithm was proposed to identify authoritative users who often submit useful information. Page Rank algorithm named Twitter Rank was developed to rank Twitter users based on their influence. K-shell decomposition algorithm is developed to measure the user influence in Twitter. Most of these measurements quantify the influence in an isolated way, rather than in a collective way. The proposed algorithm mainly works based on the user-tweet graph, rather than the user-user social graph. The focus of these methods is on influence, which is still different from the vitality. Many interactions often keep going on within online social networks over time. Examples of interaction include but are not limited to the retweeting, mention, and sending message. Our goal is to rank user vitality based on all interactions in a time period. Suppose that we have a social network S that contains N users (nodes) denoted as \( f_{Ujg1_{jN}} \) and L links among users denoted as \( f_{Ejkg1_{j:kN}} \), where \( j \) and \( k \) are indices. We have recorded all interactions between them within \( M \) consecutive time periods \( T_i \ (1 \leq i \leq M) \). Our goal is to rank all users from high vitality to low vitality for a time period \( T_i \) based on all previously observed interactions. Such a vitality-based ranking list of users may provide a good guidance for the social networking service providers to understand the dynamics of systems. They may directly find the relatively most active users and make better operation and business decisions upon the findings. The accurate results of both user vitality ranking and prediction could benefit many parties in different social networking services, a user vitality ranking list could help ads providers to better display their ads to active users and reach more audiences.

V. IMPLEMENTATION
OSN MODULE
In the first module, we develop the Online Social Networking (OSN) system module. We build up the system with the feature of Online Social Networking. Where, this module is used for new user registrations and after registrations the users can login with their authentication. Where after the existing users can send messages to privately and publicly, options are built. Users can also share post with others. The user can able to search the other user profiles and public posts. In this module users can also accept and send friend requests. With all the basic feature of Online Social Networking System modules is build up in the initial module, to prove and evaluate our system features.

VITALITY RANKING MODULE
The accumulated number of interactions \( SA_j \) of a node \( j \) \((1 \leq j \leq N)\) in time period \( i \) \((1 \leq i \leq M)\) within a social network \( I \) is defined as:

\[
SA^i_j = \sum_{k \in \{N \in i(j)\}} \theta_{kj},
\]

Calculating Average Interaction
The relative increase of interaction of a node \( j \) \((1 \leq j \leq N)\) in time period \( i \) \((1 \leq i \leq M)\) within a social network \( I \) is defined as:
Calculating Vitality Ranking

Given the number of interactions between all pairs of users, we may count the number of all interactions for each user and rank them based on the count using the Initial Ranking Algorithm. However, given the number of interactions between two nodes (users), the unified vitality score \( i_{ij} \) of a node \( j \) (1 - \( j \) - N) in time period \( i \) (1 - \( i \) - M) within a social network \( I \) is defined as:

\[
IA^i_j = \frac{SA^i_j}{SA^i_j - 1}.
\]

**ALGORITHM**

- The accumulated number of interactions \( SA_{ij} \) of a node \( j \) (1 - \( j \) - N) in time period \( i \) (1 - \( i \) - M) within a social network \( I \) is defined as \( SA_{ij} = \sum k f(\text{Nei}(j))g_{kj} \), where \( f(\text{Nei}(j))g \) denotes the set of users that are connected to user \( j \).
- First, if the accumulated number of interaction of node (i.e., \( SA_{ij} \)) increases a lot over that in the previous time period.
- The relative increase of interaction of a node \( j \) (1 - \( j \) - N) in time period \( i \) (1 - \( i \) - M) within a social network \( I \) is defined as: \( IA_{ij} = \frac{SA_{ij}}{SA_{ij}} \).
- We can get that the relative increase of interaction for node A and node C in time period \( n \).
- The average interaction for user \( Si \) is defined as: \( \text{AverageI}_{ij} = \frac{SA_{ij}}{\text{degree}_{ij}} \) where \( \text{degree}_{ij} \) denotes the number of connected friends for user \( j \).
- The term \( \text{AverageI}_{ij} \) represents the average number of interactions of User \( j \) in period \( i \).
- The unified vitality score \( i_{ij} \) of a node \( j \) (1 - \( j \) - N) in time period \( i \) (1 - \( i \) - M) within a social network \( I \) is defined by average of \( SA_{ij}SA_{ij} \).
- We define the user’s vitality score \( i_{ij} \) with two terms and combine them in a linear way.
- The first part, \( SA_{ij}SA_{ij} \), indicates the dynamic vitality level in period \( i \).
- The second part denotes the static vitality level of user in one period.
- By tuning the parameter, we may balance the impact of the relative increase of interaction and the average interaction.
- In the experiment, we will empirically examine the impact of \( \_i_{ij} \) on the performance of our algorithm. Given a social network, we will compute the \( i_{ij} \) for all nodes (users) for a specified time period, and then rank all nodes according to the value.

**VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this project, we presented a study on user vitality ranking and prediction in social networking services such as micro blog application. Specifically, we first introduced a user vitality ranking problem, which is based on dynamic interactions between users on social networks. To solve this problem, we developed two algorithms to rank users based on vitality. While the first algorithm works based on the developed two user vitality measurements, the second algorithm further takes into account the mutual influence among users while computing the vitality measurements. Then we presented a user vitality prediction problem and introduced a regression based method for the prediction task. Intensive experiments on two real-world data sets that are collected from different domains clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our ranking and prediction methods. The accurate results of both user vitality ranking and prediction could benefit many parties in different social networking services, e.g., a user vitality ranking list could help ads providers to better display their ads to active users and reach more audiences.
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